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Unit 2

Clues

Across á

3. Birds have … .

5. When you’re cold or frightened, you may … .

6. When you don’t have anyone to talk to, 
you sometimes feel ... .

10. North, south, west and east are … .

12. Calmly is the opposite of … .
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feathers
whistles
rises

waves
accidents
ladder

directions
frightened
shake

anxiously
remain
lonely

Part D  Up, Up and Away
WORD LINKS, After page 45, exercise B

A Complete the crossword puzzle with the words below. Use the clues to help you.
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Down

1. When the wind blows strongly, it … .

2. Scared is another word for … .

4. A stormy ocean has high … .

7. You climb on a … to reach something.

8. Drivers who aren’t careful cause … .

9. The sun … in the east.

11. Stay is another word for … .



Our Wild World

B Complete this description of a tornado with the words below.

C Complete at least FIVE of the sentences using the words below.

screamed
ladder

anxiously
look after

shook
rose

lifted
wondered

frightened
calmly

whistling
turn

1. During a storm ................................................................................................................................

2. People learn to drive carefully, so they won’t .................................................................................

3. If the shelf is too high you must .....................................................................................................

4. A very strong wind can even ..........................................................................................................

5. During the earthquake the .............................................................................................................

6. I was frightened and .......................................................................................................................

7. I was lost and didn’t know which ....................................................................................................

the waves are very high.

37

ladder shook lift accidents direction waves scream

whistling

What a Night!
I couldn’t fall asleep. The wind was very strong and I heard it 1. ............................... . 
It 2. ............................... the window of my bedroom – I 3. ............................... if the
glass would break. I waited 4. ............................... for it to stop but the wind just got
stronger and stronger. I couldn’t 5. ............................... my head away from the
window. I felt very 6. ................................ . Suddenly, I saw my father’s car as it
7. ............................... in the air. I 8. ............................... and ran to my parents’ room.
My father 9. ............................... me into his arms and told me not to worry. He carried
me downstairs and spoke to me 10. ............................... . My mother opened the door
of the cellar and we climbed down the 11. ............................... . I knew my parents
would 12. ............................... me and that we would be alright. When I woke up in
the morning, everything was quiet.


